Artist Analysis

See below for alternative ways to analyse artwork

What to include in an
Artist Research page

(Name of Artist)

Add a border
(Pick a colour from the artist copy)

Present AT LEAST 1 image
by the artist

Name, size & materials of
the artwork
Either 2 x thumbnail
sections (copied sections)
OR
a copy of the
whole image

Written analysis
Colour scheme

Change colour and font

JMW Turner Snow Storm Steam-Boat off a Harbour’s Mouth

Choose 1 image by your artist and analyse with the

SEMI Writing Frame

Subject & Content:
 What is the title and date of the work?
 What is the subject matter?
How is it relevant to our theme?

 Was it observed, remembered or imagined?
How do you know this?

 Is it realistic or distorted to make it abstract?
 What is the message?

Introduction:
Include background information
about the artist
When were they working?
Were they part of an art movement?
Why did you choose this artist?
How are they relevant to the project?

(Is there a hidden meaning? Is there more than it
seems at first glance?)

 How is the message conveyed?

Elements & Form:
 What formal elements have been used?
 Describe the shapes in the picture
Does it have 1 main shape or many?
 How is it arranged?
(Background, middle ground, foreground, Focal Point)
 What colour scheme did the artist use?

Media & Processes:
 How did the artist start?
(Has the artist used designs,
sketches, photographs, etc to help
with the work?)

 What does the surface texture feel like?
(Textured, Rough, Smooth, Impasto..)
What brushwork / mark-making
has been used?

 What skills did the artist need to produce this?
 How long do you think it took to make?
 What materials / techniques did the artist use?

 How has the media been applied?

Intent & Ideas:
 What influenced the artist’s work?
 What are the similarities and differences with other
artist’s work? (Compare artists)
 Why did the artist produce this work?
What were they trying to show?
 Has the artist achieved what they set out to do?
 What is the mood of the piece?
What creates this mood?
 Do you like or dislike it?
Why / Why not?

Annotation Guide

Through doing this I have learnt…
I will use this in my development by…
The next step I will take with my work is…

TOP TIP: You can use the voice recorder on
your phone and print out notes

Checklist

Each Assessment Objective is worth 18 marks and
contributes to 25% of your overall grade.
Check you have done everything on the lists

AO4

. Tips to Present a Successful Sketchbook
 Title your page.
 Vary page layouts some pages should have
Annotation





Write around your
work to fill gaps






many illustrations, some should be single full
page artworks
Ensure pages are well composed
Be creative but keep backgrounds simple.
Ensure presentation fits in with the project.
Don’t let your title overpower the work
Avoid flaps – this hides your work!
Avoid too much negative space.
Don’t let presentation take time away from
producing quality artwork – a quick colour
wash is fine.

